
accessories
a unique feature of the Netti wheelchairs in the vast amount of accessories available.

head supports
We have developed three kinds of head supports to meet the various needs of the users. 
These fit all Netti chairs. The head supports are attached to a 
bracket on the back of the chair and can be adjusted vertically, 
horizontally and in angle.

Belts and straps
alu rehab has a number of different belts and straps. The sortiment includes 
h-belts and hip belt with a choise of padded or not padded plastic lock or a 
car belt lock. The length of the belt is standard but can easily be cut to the 
required size after mounting.
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horizontal stems. The horizontal stems 
come in three different lengths 150, 
250 and 380 mm.

head support B (small)
This head support is good for users who 
need some support in a reclined/tilted 
position.

head support c (large)
This support give room for many head 
positions.

comfort head cushion with kospoflex. 
Can be mounted on the existing head 
rest a and C.

head cushion Butterfly. This is a 
comfortable soft cushion that can be 
used as a soft support between the 
head support and the neck. The cushion 
is supplied with a strong rubber band 
for easy attachment.

head support fixation bracket
Offers extra stabilization of head support 
for spastics and other cases where the 
head support is exposed to hard usage.

Vertical stems. The vertical stems come 
in three different lengths 200, 300 and 
500 mm.

removable cover for improved hygiene.

head support racket – netti svipp
allows mounting of head support on the Netti 
Svipp chair with foldable seat. easy to mount 
and remove.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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h-belt upholstered with car belt lock.

h-belt attachment bar. It is fitted onto 
the push handles and is adjustable in 
height. It is telescopic and comes in 
two sizes.
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upholstered hip belt with car belt lock 
or plastic lock.

abduction belt.

simple hip belt with car belt lock or 
plastic lock.
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head support a (with side support)
This head support with side support, 
both in standard and mini version, is 
good for users with reduced stability 
head control.
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seat and back unit
all Netti wheelchairs except for Netti Svipp and Netti 4u have a solid seat plate 
– comfort plate or sliding plate. The configuration varies between the markets. 
The comfort plate has a cut hole at the rear covered with a strong mesh fabric. 
The hole allows the Ischii Tuberositas (seat bones) to sink into the cushion and 
get stabilized on front. This reduce the tendency of sliding forward in seat.

seat plate comfort.

sliding seat plate.

adjustment of seat depth
length of thighs might vary to individual 
differences or to surgical operation of the 
hip etc. This can easily be accommodated by 
pulling out the foot support in front on either 
side of the wheelchair. This ensures a correct 
movement on the foot.

The depth of the chair can be adjusted on all 
Netti wheelchairs. On the fixed frame chairs, 
the depth is always adjusted at the rear. This 
is ergonomically the best principle for adjust-
ing depth. avoiding increased load over the 
front castors and correct proportion to the 
foot support is achieved. all Netti chairs can 
be adjusted 10 cm with standard parts.

by changing some components even longer 
seat depths can be achieved. The minimum 
seat depth varies from model to model.

Velcro straps. all Netti chairs have Velcro straps 
as standard.

Back cushions. all the seat cushions and nearly 
all back cushions are removable and can be  
individually fitted to the size and shape of each 
user.

lumbar support and wedge cushion
The lumbar support can be used in addition 
to the standard backrest to increase the 
curvature of the integrated lumbar support. 
The wedge cushion is used for increased 
sideways stability. It can be used on either or 
both sides. The cushions are placed between 
the frame and backrest. These are cost 
effective solutions.

aluminium back
This solution replaces the Velcro back on the Netti 
wheelchair giving a fixed and more solid base for 
the backrest cushion.

wedge cushion. Back extender. For tall users or users who 
need extra high back support a back extender 
can easily be mounted.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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side support
For users with heavily reduced stability a stronger side support may be necessary. These support are attached to the backrest tubes and have different adjustability.

side support mini
This side support 
rotates around the 
backrest tube before 
fixation and it is 
adjustable in depth and 
height.

side support correction
This is a correctional side 
support. It is meant for users 
who need support directly on 
the body. best performance is 
achieved in combination with 
the Flip backrest cushion as 
shown in the picture. Good 
solution for flexible scoliosis. 
It is adjustable in height, depth 
in combination with rotating 
pad.

Vital Base integral
For some users sliding out of the chair 
is a problem. extra pelvis support will 
prevent this. Vital base Integral is a  
separate plate that can be used on all 
kinds of wheelchairs. The Vital base 
Integral pelvis supporter will have a very 
positive effect on sling seat wheelchairs 
as it prevents the bad hammock effect. 
The plate is put into cushions and can 
easily be fitted to different seat widths.

side support stabil
This is a stabilizing side 
support. It is meant for 
users with reduced stability 
in the upper trunk. used in 
combination with Smart, Stabil 
or Super Stabil backrest a 
very stable seating position 
is achieved, It is adjustable 
sideways and in height and has 
a very safe and user friendly 
locking system.

The abduction block is meant to reduce 
abduction of the knees. For some users 
the abduction block may also prevent 
subluxation of the hip.

The abductions block can be delivered in 
small, medium and large sizes.

Knee and thigh support 
reduces adduction.

arm support – netti mini.

arm support standard.

arm support std for  
netti �u ce, ces and 
alternative for ced.

arm support for  
netti �u ced.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist

arm support

abductions block adductions support

arm support with cloth protector for 
netti svipp.
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arm support continue

28 29

1

arm support pads
a vast number of 
arm support pads 
are available to meet 
individual demands. 
These can be used 
on all kinds of Netti 
chairs.

comfort pads
In some cases it is beneficial to 
have the possibility to adjust the 
width of chair somewhat. This may 
be when the user needs a wide 
back rest, but is more narrow over 
the hips. On all Netti chairs the 
seat width adjusted by using pads 
on the skirt guards.

3 sizes are available 2,5, 3,5 and 
4,5 cm

arm support pad curved

Comfort pads for Netti Mini. Comfort pads for Netti 4u CeD.

hemiplegic arm support
The hemiplegic arm support makes 
the wheelchair suitable for e.g. 
stroke patients.

hemiplegic cushion.  
This cushion gives freedom to 
move the affected arm in a 
required position. It is mounted 
on a standard arm support.

driving handles

Driving handles can be swung outwards and are delivered in 30 cm or  
50 cm length.

push bow
Push bow can be delivered 
to all Netti wheelchair 
sizes.

release handles for tilt and recline 
In case the user wants to be able to adjust the recline and tilt function 
themselves, the release handle can be moved from the back of the chair to 
the arm support. This can be mounted on both right and left side.

release handle mounted on 
the arm support.

release handle on the push 
bar.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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trays and upholstery

useful universal trays 
for all widths of the 
chairs can be delivered. 
The standard tray comes 
without upholstery. 
upholstery comes in two 
different sizes. a reading 
tray can be mounted to 
the universal tray.

universal tray 
comes in three 
different sizes.

swing able tray
It is swing able with 
the possibility to 
hang on the side of 
the chair. It does 
not conflict with 
the main wheels 
in this position. a 
solid tray with lock.

half tray
Swing able upholstered half tray. 
This tray replaces the existing 
standard arm support.

tray with lock
This tray has the 
same constructions 
as the swing able. 
This has to taken 
on and off between 
use.

tray upholstery
Can be delivered in two 
different sizes.

reading tray
reading tray and 
universal tray used 
together.

foot support
Foot support can be delivered in two different models as angle adjustable and universal which is angle adjustable in fixed positions. both models are swing and 
removeable and easy to assemble on and off.

angle adjustable foot support. universal foot support.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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foot support continue

Foot plates are delivered in correct widths according to wheelchair sizes. 
an easily operated lock between the plates ensures a solid foundation for 
the feet.

foot board with lock. a very rigid footplate 
which is easy to mount and take off. It is easily 
removed by using a locking mechanism on the 
right side.

calf supports are depth and height adjustable.
Knee upholstery. upholstery for footplate. calf support hinged. This is possible to move back 

under the chair by using a release handle. This 
makes removing the foot support much easier.

extra upholstery for the calf support bracket prevents pressure points. extension piece for foot support.

foot boxes can be delivered to each size of the 
chairs.

heel straps in different sizes.

amputation support.

Places the foot support 2.5 cm out from 
the frame, allowing room for abducted 
knees.

Brakes

users with reduced mobility and weakened 
function in the fingers may need longer brake 
handles for easier function of the brakes.

The brakes can be mounted on the upper or 
bottom frame tube and there are several 
alternatives.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist

abduction front
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main wheels
The Netti wheelchairs have main wheels with solid tires in different sizes. Quick release axles enable smooth assembly and folding of the chair.  
Standard width of the tires is 1” but 1 3/8” is another option.

main wheel with one 
hand drive
20”–24” main wheels 
can be delivered with 
one hand drive.

main wheel with 
companion brake
Companion brakes are 
working directly to the 
hub of the main wheel 
with brake handles 
attached the driving 
handles. Companion 
brakes are delivered in 
complete set from 12” to 
26” main wheel.

Quick release on main 
wheel.

spoke protectors
Spoke protectors can 
be deliverer in black or 
transparent.

Spoke protectors can 
also be delivered with 
different motives such 
as lightening, blue bat, 
Feet, Tiger, energy and 
Spider. 

push rims.

frame extender makes it possible to 
mount the main wheels further back.

camber adapter. Can be delivered in 
2º or 4º.

main wheel adapter for 
netti svipp.

distance block – front 
castors
Gives room for the feet 
under the chair.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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front castors
Quick release axles enable smooth assembly and folding of the chair.

Different front castors.

front forks. Different front forks to be used with the front castors.

anti tip
The anti tippers except for Netti 4 u are adjustable in length and height.  
It can easily be turned around and functions like a tip bar when passing 
small steps like pavement etc.

To adjust the height of the 
anti tip wheel, remove the 
three screws holding the 
adjusting tube.

all tubes are adjustable in 
height.

The anti tip for Netti 4 u 
can be adjusted in two fixed 
positions. Short position is 
for 12”, 16” and 24” main 
wheel in upper position. The 
long position is for 24” main 
wheel in lower position.

as accessory anti tip with 
pedal can be delivered to 
Netti 4 u.

anti tip long/short.

anti tip long/long.

anti tip X long/short.

anti tip X long/long.

mounting
Netti I/II/III, Svipp and Mini

Description       Main wheel      Item nr.

Short/short, Mini       20” – 24”      25416*

Short/long, Mini       26”      25417

long/short       20” – 24”      25419*

long/long       26”      25418**

X long/short       20” – 24”      25422***

X long/long       26”      25423***

*  Standard anti tip for standard wheelchairs and for Netti Mini with 
frame extender

** Netti Mini with frame extender
*** For wheelchairs with frame extender

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist
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Jap unit without main wheels.

netti wheelchair bag

intravenous bar

Can easily be adjusted 
from 1 to 4 hooks.

Service kit is a suitcase filled with all the screws, nuts and other small spare parts that are needed 
for to do service on a Netti wheelchair.

The service kit is delivered in a practical suitcase.

Item numbers and prices for the accessories you will find in the export pricelist

electrical functions
Some users may benefit from electrical tilt, recline 
and elevating foot support. This enable the users to 
change the positioning and vary the sitting position 
themselves. electrical functions can be supplied on 
Netti I Comfort, Netti II and Netti III Comfort chairs.

supportive engines
Most of the models of Netti I, Netti I comfort, Netti II 
and Netti III comfort can be mounted with little Viking 
assertive engine, F-16 assertive engine, e-Motion,  
e-Fix, Via-Mobile and Scala Mobil staircase climber.  
alu rehab does not sell these products but kits to 
prepare mounting of the engines.

electrical functions for tilt,  
recline and elevating foot support.

The Netti III with electrical solutions 
comes with an integrated battery charger.

Jap unit
Can only be mounted  
on chairs with 1 3/8”  
main wheels.

Jap unit with main wheels.

service kit

Can be fitted on Netti III in sizes 35cm - 55cm.

rack for aspirator and respirator

For mounting on 
all kinds of Netti 
wheelchairs.

wheelchair powerpack
alu rehab is selling this solution for the Netti range 
wheelchairs. It is the most technically advanced, 
easiest to fit, simplest to use power pack ever 
The standard single wheel version is capable of 
transporting up to 115 kg user weight. The standard 
twin-wheel model has the same user weight limit 
but much greater traction – really effective on loose 
gravel and wet grass. The heavy duty version is only 
available with twin and is capable of transporting up 
to 165 kg.TGa with twin wheels.
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